Desaturation, chain scission, and register-shift of oxygen-substituted fatty acids during reaction with stearoyl-ACP desaturase.
Stearoyl acyl carrier protein Delta(9) desaturase catalyzes the NADPH- and O(2)-dependent insertion of a cis double bond between the C-9 and C-10 positions of the acyl chain in the kinetically preferred natural substrate 18:0-ACP. In this work, substrate analogues with an oxygen atom singly replacing the methylene groups at the 8, 9, 10, and 11 positions of the stearoyl chain were synthesized, converted to acyloxy-ACPs, and used as probes of desaturase reactivity. Evidence for desaturation, acyloxy chain scission, and register-shift in binding prior to chain scission was obtained. Reactions with acyloxy-ACPs having either O-8 or O-11 substitutions gave a single desaturation product consistent with the insertion of a cis double bond between C-9 and C-10. The k(cat)/K(M) values for the O-8- and O-11-substituted acyloxy-ACPs were comparable to that of the natural substrate, indicating that the presence of an ether group adjacent to the site of reactivity did not significantly interfere either with the desaturation reaction or with the binding of substrate in the proper register for desaturation between C-9 and C-10. For reactions with the O-9 and O-10 acyloxy-ACPs, the k(cat) values were decreased to approximately 3% of that observed for 18:0-ACP, and upon reaction, the acyloxy chain was broken to yield an omega-hydroxy fatty alkanoyl-ACP and a volatile long-chain aldehyde. For the O-9 substitution, 8-hydroxyoctanoate and 1-nonanal were obtained, corresponding to the anticipated binding register and subsequent reaction between the O-9 and C-10 positions. In contrast, the O-10 substitution yielded 9-hydroxynonanoyl-ACP and 1-octanal, corresponding to an obligate "register-shift" of acyloxy chain binding prior to reaction between the O-10 and C-11 positions. Register-shift is thus defined as a mechanistically relevant misalignment of acyl chain binding that results in reaction at positions other than between C-9 and C-10. The inability of the O-10 acyloxy probe to undergo reaction between the C-9 and O-10 positions provides evidence that the Delta9D-catalyzed desaturation of stearoyl-ACP may initiate at C-10. Possible mechanisms of the acyl chain scission and implications of these results for the desaturation mechanism are considered.